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Abstract
The Work Function Algorithm (WFA) is the most effective deterministic on-line algo-
rithm for the k-server problem. E. Koutsoupias and C. Papadimitriou in [6] proved that
WFA is (2k − 1)-competitive and it is conjectured that it is k-competitive. However
the best known implementation of WFA requires time O(i2) to process request ri and
this makes WFA impractical for long sequences of requests. The O(i2) time is spent to
compute the work function on the whole history r1, . . . , ri of past requests.
In order to make constant the time to process a request, Rudec and Menger in [7]
proposed to restrict the history to a moving window of fixed size. However WFA
restricted to a moving window loses its competitiveness [9].
Here we give a condition that allows WFA to forget the whole previous history and
restart from scratch without losing competitiveness. Moreover for most of the metric
spaces of practical interest (finite or bounded spaces) there is a constant bound on the
length of the history before the condition is verified and this makes O(1) the time to
process each request.
The condition is first given for on-line algorithms in the more general framework
of Metrical Task Systems (MTS) [4, 5] ad then it is restricted to the k-server problem.
Keywords: On-line algorithms, competitive analysis, Metrical task systems, k-server
problem.
Introduction
On-line algorithms process a sequence of inputs ρ = r1, . . . , rn on-line, i.e. they
should process input ri before the next input ri+1 is known. Sleator and Tarjan in [10]
introduced competitive analysis as a useful tool to evaluate on-line algorithms.
Competitive analysis compares on-line algorithms A against the best off-line al-
gorithm Opt. A is said α-competitive if the cost CA(ρ) it pays to process an input
sequence ρ is bounded by αCOpt(ρ) where Opt is an optimal off-line algorithm.
Metrical Task Systems (MTS) was introduced by Borodin, Linial and Saks [4] as a
general framework for on-line algorithms. An MTS consists of a set S of states, a cost
d(s, t) ≥ 0 to move from a state s to a state t and a cost c(r, s) ≥ 0 to process the input r
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in state s. We assume (S , d) is a metric space, i.e. d is symmetric, satisfies the triangle
inequality and d(s, t) = 0 iff s = t.
The metrical task system problem is as follows: given an initial state s0 and a
sequence ρ = r1, . . . , rn of inputs find a sequenceσ = s0, . . . , sn of states that minimizes
the total cost
C(ρ, s0) =
n∑
i=1
[d(si−i, si) + c(ri, si)]
The k-server problem is the problem of moving k servers around to service requests
that appear on-line at points of a metric space. The goal is to minimize the total distance
traveled by the servers. The k-server problem is defined by an initial configuration A0
(the set of points where the servers are initially placed) and a sequence ρ = r1, . . . , rn of
requests that appears at various points of the metric space. The k servers start in config-
uration A0 and service requests r1, . . . , rn by moving through configurations A1, . . . , An
such that ri ∈ Ai for all i = 1, . . . , n. The cost of a solution is the total distance traveled
by the servers.
The k-server problem can be seen as a particular MTS problem where the state set
S is the set of server configurations A = a1, . . . , ak, the distance d(A, B) is the minimal
distance to move servers from configuration A to configuration B and c(r, A) = 0 iff a
server in A is already in position r and c(r, A) = ∞ otherwise.
The Work Function Algorithm (WFA) is the most effective deterministic on-line al-
gorithm with respect to the competitiveness. WFA was proved to be (2k−1)-competitive
for the k-server problem [6] and (2|S | − 1)-competitive for the general MTS problem
[4].
Despite WFA being very effective both in theory and in practice (an extensive test-
ing of WFA can be found in [8]) it is seldom used in practice. The problem with WFA
is that it needs to compute the work function for each input ri. However, work function
depends on the whole previous history. This makes the computational complexity of
the WFA prohibitive and ever-increasing.
The fastest known implementation of WFA for the k-server problem is proposed in
[7] and requires time O(i2) to compute the work function at step i and time O(n3) to
process a sequence of n inputs.
Many efforts have been made to find real-time on-line algorithms for the k-server
problem, i.e. algorithms that require constant computational time to process each input.
In [3] trackless algorithms are discussed and in [2, 9] a WFA restricted to a moving
window is proposed. However, in both cases, competitiveness is lost.
Here we give a condition that allows any α-competitive on-line algorithm A for
the MTS problem to discard the whole history and restart from scratch without losing
competitiveness. More precisely we prove that for all ε > 0 we can discard history
when the total cost paid becomes greater than 2α(α+ ε)∆/ε where ∆ is an upper bound
for state distance. The algorithm we obtain is (α + ε)-competitive.
Moreover, we show that, under very natural assumptions, there is a constant bound
to the history length before the condition becomes true and this makes O(1) the time
needed to process each input ri. For the MTS problem the assumption is that the state
space is finite and there is a lower bound on the cost of processing an input. For the
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Figure 1: C1 ,C2, . . . ,Cm are the costs paid by B to process each phase separately restarting from scratch
in states z1, . . . , zm−1. Yi is the cost paid by Opt to process each phase φi separately with initial states
s0, z1, . . . , zm−1. W is the cost paid by Opt to process the whole input sequence ρ; x1 , x2 , . . . , xm are the states
where Opt processes the last input of each phase. W′ is the cost paid by Opt to process all together the last
m − 1 phases with initial state z1.
k-server problem the assumption is that there are lower and upper bounds for the length
of a server motion.
1. Discarding history while preserving competitiveness.
Let A be any α-competitive on-line algorithm for the MTS problem and let ρ be
any sequence of inputs. Then C ≤ αW where C = CA(ρ) is the cost paid by the on-
line algorithm to process the input sequence ρ starting from a given initial state s0 and
W = COpt(ρ) is the cost paid by an optimal off-line algorithm Opt to process the input
sequence ρ starting from the same initial state s0.
Assume the input sequence ρ is divided into m ≥ 1 phases φ1, . . . φm and let ji the
position of the last input r ji of phase φi.
Let B be an on-line algorithm that uses A to process each phase separately, i.e.
when the last request of a phase has been processed it restarts from scratch forgetting
the whole previous history and using the final state of the previous phase as a new
starting state.
Let Ci = CB(φi) be the cost paid by algorithm B to process the i-th phase and
Yi = COpt(φi) the cost paid by an optimal off-line algorithm Opt to process the same
phase starting from the same initial state. Then Ci ≤ αYi (since B works as A when
processing a phase) and the cost C = CB(ρ) paid to process the whole sequence satisfies
the inequality
C =
m∑
i=1
Ci ≤ α
m∑
i=1
Yi
Figure 1 shows the execution of B and, for each phase φi, the costs Ci and the final
states zi = s ji . Below are the executions of Opt on each phase φi separately, the relative
costs Yi and final states yi. On top is the execution of Opt on the whole input sequence
ρ, the cost W, the final state xm and the states xi where the last input r ji of each phase
φi is processed. The execution of Opt on the last m− 1 phases together and the cost W′
are also shown.
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Let W be split into the cost W1 paid to process the first phase and W2 = W − W1.
Then, by the minimality of Y1
Y1 ≤ W1 − c(x1, r j1 ) + d(x1, y1) ≤ W1 + d(x1, y1)
and by the minimality of W′
W′ ≤ W2 + d(z1, x1)
Let ε be any positive constant and assume the first phase satisfies the following
condition:
C1 ≥
α(α + ε)(d(x1, y1) + d(z1, x1))
ε
(1)
We can show, by induction on the number m of phases, thatB is (α+ε)-competitive.
This is obviously true for m = 1 since in this case B works exactly as the α-competitive
algorithm A.
For m > 1 we have C1 ≤ αY1 and, by the inductive hypothesis
m∑
j=2
C j ≤ (α + ε)W′
Then
W = W1 +W2
≥ Y1 +W′ − d(x1, y1) − d(z1, x1)
≥
C1
α
+
∑m
j=2 C j
α + ε
− d(x1, y1) − d(z1, x1)
=
C
α + ε
−
C1
α + ε
+
C1
α
− d(x1, y1) − d(z1, x1)
=
C
α + ε
+
ε
α(α + ε)C1 − d(x1, y1) − d(z1, x1)
≥
C
α + ε
+
ε
α(α + ε)
α(α + ε)(d(x1, y1) + d(z1, x1))
ε
−d(x1, y1) − d(z1, x1)
=
C
α + ε
Thus C ≤ (α + ε)W and B is (α + ε)-competitive.
A problem in implementing algorithm B is that it should compare on-line the cost
C paid so far to a bound α(α+ ε)(d(x1, y1)+d(z1, x1))/ε that depends on state x1 which
is unknown at that point (since x1 depends on future inputs). However, if the set of
states is finite (as is usually assumed for MTS) there is an upper bound ∆ for state
distance and we can instead test the condition
C ≥ α(α + ε)2∆
ε
(2)
that implies Condition 1.
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We can also assume that there is a lower bound δ for the cost c(r, s) to process an
input r in a state s. Then the cost C paid to process the first i inputs is at least iδ and
condition 2 is satisfied for
i ≥
α(α + ε)2∆
εδ
Thus there is a constant upper bound to the length of a phase and this makes O(1) the
time to process each input ri.
This result holds for all α-competitive algorithms and so it also holds for the WFA
that we known to be (2|S | − 1)-competitive [4]. Of course the last state of WFA and of
the optimal off-line algorithm Opt are the same. Referring to Figure 1 we have yi = zi
for all i and xk = x′k = zk = yk = sn. However this does not matter and does not help in
Condition 1.
2. Bounded history WFA for the k-server problem.
The case of the WFA for the k-server problem is slightly more complicated. Costs
c(r, s) are either 0 or ∞ and states are configurations of servers i.e. sequences A =
a1, . . . , ak of k points in the metric space V where the servers are moving.
Thus we cannot assume that the set of server configurations is finite and we cannot
assume that there is a positive lower bound for the cost c(r, s).
In order to find an upper bound for distances d(x1, y1) and d(z1, x1) in condition 1
we can observe that server positions in configurations x1, y1 and z1 can only belong to
the set of interest. The set of interest is the set of initial server positions and the position
of requests processed so far.
Moreover in configurations x1, y1 and z1 there is always a server in the position of
the last served request. Then, if D is an upper bound for the distance between points
in the set of interest we can bound d(x1, y1) + d(z1, x1) by 2(k − 1)D thus obtaining
condition
C ≥ 2α(α + ε)(k − 1)D
ε
(3)
Notice that an upper bound D for the set of interest can be updated on-line in constant
time if we choose a reference point (e.g. the position of server 1 in the initial configu-
ration) and we take D equal twice the maximal distance of every other point of the set
of interest to the reference point.
We cannot say that condition 3 will eventually be true since both C and D may
grow. This is in accordance with [9] where it is shown that WFA loses competitiveness
when restricted to a fixed window.
However, under normal circumstances D cannot grow indefinitely and there is an
upper bound ∆ for it. This is always the case for finite or bounded spaces (e.g. finite
graph).
The upper bound ∆ ensures condition 3 to be eventually true but does not ensure
that there is a constant upper bound for the history length before condition 3 becomes
true. To do so we need some more considerations.
First of all, to prove competitiveness of an on-line algorithm for the k server prob-
lem we can only consider sequences ρ such that when request ri appears no server is
already in position ri (removing such requests from the sequence ρ does not change the
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cost paid by the on-line algorithm while the cost paid by the optimal off-line algorithm
can only increase). Thus we can avoid storing such requests in the history.
Under normal situations we can also assume there is a lower bound δ for the cost
of an effective server move. Then C ≥ iδ where i is the history length (without costless
requests). Then condition 3 is satisfied for
i ≥
2α(α + ε)(k − 1)∆
εδ
and each request can be served in time O(1).
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